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Executive Summary
Adequate attorney resources are essential for Massachusetts’s public defenders to provide
effective assistance of counsel to indigent clients. Consequently, the Committee for Public
Counsel Services (CPCS) contracted with the Center for Court Innovation (CCI) to conduct a
comprehensive and objective assessment of attorney resources. The primary goals of the
workload assessment were to:
1.
2.
3.

Develop a clear measure of attorney workload in all public defender offices for the four
key practice areas (child welfare, mental health, juvenile justice, and criminal justice).
Provide a basis to understand the allocation of attorney resources.
Establish a transparent formula to use in assessing the levels of attorney resources
necessary (for each practice area) to provide effective assistance of counsel to clients of
all Massachusetts public defender offices and appointed private counsel.

To develop the workload model, the Center for Court Innovation utilized a multi-faceted,
iterative, and highly participatory data collection strategy. The model is anchored in two
components, a time study to assess the amount of time attorneys currently spend on cases, which
establishes a preliminary case weight. The second component is a series of methods to adjust the
preliminary case weight so that the weight better reflects the amount of time that should be spent
on cases.
To establish the baseline of current practice, we utilized data contained in the current E-Bill
data collection system used by private counsel throughout Massachusetts to measure the amount
of time attorneys currently spend on various case-related activities throughout the day, including
in court and out of court tasks. There are a few limitations with using the E-Bill data, all of
which are clearly outlined in the paper. A preliminary case weight was developed, which
represents the average amount of time an attorney currently spends to process each case of a
particular type, from the time of appointment through post-disposition activity. The use of
separate case weights for different case types accounts for the fact that cases of varying levels of
complexity require different amounts of time to handle effectively. The preliminary case weights
are presented on page 8.
The preliminary case weights were the used as a foundation for predicting the number of
attorneys needed to handle the newly opened cases in each practice area by calculating the case
weights and the number of unique newly opened cases in FY 2013. The attorney need with the
current number of authorized attorney positions for each practice area is compared, with the
understanding that offices across the state might differ. We found that additional FTE attorneys
are needed to handle the workload in the Superior Court offices of the PDD. The other practice
areas seem to have resource levels that exceed the imputed number of attorneys needed to
provide effective representation.
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Researchers wanted to take this one step further and provide CPCS a range of case weight
time to incorporate how much time attorneys should allocate for each case type. To assess
whether current practice allows adequate time for quality performance and to assess the salaried
attorneys’ feelings toward whether or not they have sufficient time to provide quality counsel, a
Web-based time sufficiency survey was administered to all CPCS salaried attorneys statewide.
Informed by the survey results, the next step of this process was to convene Delphi Groups of
purposively selected seasoned attorneys to adjust the preliminary case weights to incorporate
sufficient time for effective representation. This adjusted weight serves as a “perfect world”
scenario and allows CPCS and each individual practice area a range of case weights. These
adjusted weights are presented on page 21. Applying the Delphi derived weights would
significantly change the staffing model. Using the adjusted case weights, CPCS would need to
increase its staff attorneys by forty percent. The adjusted case weights, however, do provide an
opportunity to understand the band in which caseload numbers might vary, with the E-Bill
derived case weight calculations serving as the lower end and the adjusted case weights serving
as the higher end. The analysis provides an empirically based model to understand and plan
staffing needs as well as future research and analysis.
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Chapter One
Introduction

The Committee for Public Counsel Services (CPCS) is the Massachusetts statewide public
defender agency responsible for the planning, oversight, coordination, and delivery of criminal
and certain noncriminal legal representation to indigent persons in the state. With funding from
the Bureau of Justice Assistance (Answering Gideon’s Call Project, 2012-DB-BX-0010), the
CPCS partnered with the Center for Court Innovation to review and improve data collection,
performance monitoring, and evaluation capacity at the CPCS.
In addition, since CPCS data collection systems are inadequate for addressing concerns of the
legislature and the general public about the level of indigent defense spending and for informing
the decisions of policymakers of how to make child welfare, mental health, juvenile justice, and
criminal justice systems more fair and cost effective, a key goal of this project was to conduct a
workload assessment and to develop a case weighting system for the purpose of more accurately
evaluating the capacity of an attorney to provide high-quality representation. This report focuses
solely on the workload assessment and case weighting system component of the overall project. 1
The primary goals of the workload assessment were to:
1.

Develop a clear measure of attorney workload in all public defender offices for the four
key practice areas (child welfare, mental health, juvenile justice, and criminal justice).

2.

Provide a basis to understand the allocation of attorney resources.

3.

Establish a transparent formula to use in assessing the levels of attorney resources
necessary (for each practice area) to provide effective assistance of counsel to clients of
all Massachusetts public defender offices and appointed private counsel.

To develop the workload model, the Center for Court Innovation utilized a multi-faceted,
iterative, and highly participatory data collection strategy. The model is anchored in two
components:
1.

A time study designed to assess the amount of time attorneys currently spend on cases of
various types—in other words, a measure of current practice.

2.

A systematic qualitative review process used to elicit expert opinion on how current
practice can be adjusted to better enable attorneys to provide effective assistance of

1

In addition to this report, the grant supported CPCS strategic planning and technical capacity through reports
assessing current data collection capacity, recommendations to improve data collection efforts, and a plan for future
agency evaluation.
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counsel to indigent clients across Massachusetts. This review process included a time
sufficiency survey and Delphi groups.

Indigent Defense Services in Massachusetts
The Committee for Public Counsel Services (CPCS) was established to coordinate the
delivery of criminal and certain noncriminal legal representation to indigent persons throughout
the state. 2 Representation is provided by salaried public counsel (staff attorneys) and certified
private attorney bar advocates (private counsel). Practice-specific leadership, training, resources
and oversight are provided to salaried and private attorneys through five divisions: the Public
Defender Division (PDD), Youth Advocacy Division (YAD), Children and Family Law Division
(CAFL), Mental Health Litigation Division (Mental Health), and the Private Counsel Division.
The Private Counsel Division, in turn, has parallel managerial structures to oversee each of the
preceding four practice areas. To ensure statewide representation, CPCS has staff offices and
private counsel throughout Massachusetts.
In total, CPCS oversees approximately 450 staff attorneys and over three thousand private
counsel, handling a total of approximately 250,000 - 300,000 cases per year in ten distinct areas
of law: trial and appellate work for individuals facing criminal charges originating in district,
superior and juvenile courts (including youthful offender cases and grant of conditional liberty
proceedings); child welfare, or termination of parental rights cases (care and protection); status
offenses cases (CHiNS, now CRA); mental health civil commitments; mental health
guardianship proceedings; sexually dangerous person commitments; sex offender registry
proceedings; as well as an immigration impact unit, and a federally funded innocence program.
The focus of our work has been on the four major trial practice areas in which staff attorneys
represent clients. Over the thirty year agency history, CPCS has developed well established
performance standards for salaried staff attorneys and private counsel in most areas. Although
current data collection systems are limited, and were the subject of other components of the
current project undertaken by the CPCS and the Center for Court Innovation, data was sufficient
for a workload assessment to be conducted, as described below.

Workload Assessment
The purpose of a workload assessment is to establish a baseline of current practice. To do
this, a common practice is to have staff attorneys track all of their working time over a short
period of time (4-6 weeks) by case type and case-related event or by non-case-related event, in
five-minute increments using a Web-based timesheet. Participants are instructed to track all
work, including time spent on job, tasks outside of normal working hours, and time spent on
non-case-related activities such as travel and administrative duties. Although the data collection
process is intensive and can be quite onerous for participating attorneys, the resulting “time
study” reveals precisely how attorneys spent their time over a designated period; and results can

2

Mass. Gen. Laws. c. 211D, § 1, establishing the mandate that CPCS is to “plan, oversee, and coordinate the
delivery of criminal and certain noncriminal legal services by salaried public counsel, bar advocate and other
assigned counsel programs and private attorneys serving on a per case basis.”
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then be extrapolated to longer periods of time, enabling estimates to be computed for how much
work attorneys are performing on an annual basis across different case types and types of duties. 3
Importantly, a time study does not in itself reveal how much work attorneys should be
performing on an annual basis. It is possible that attorneys simply lack sufficient time to provide
the highest quality of representation possible, in which case estimates of how they currently
allocate their time might fall short of the amount of time that is truly desired and necessary.
Accordingly, a time study is typically coupled with a “sufficiency of time study,” the latter of
which involves the use of additional methods, such as surveys and focus groups with attorneys
who handle different types of cases, which are designed to elicit information concerning attorney
perceptions of the extent to which they currently have adequate time for quality representation.
For the purposes of this project, due to time and financial constraints, a modified time study
had to be conducted. 4 The modified study used hard data already collected from private
attorneys, an approach that is also common in the literature. 5 This retrospective data collection
method was used in lieu of the implementation an entirely new data collection process where
attorneys tracked their time over five-minute increments during a prospective study period.
However, as in nearly all time studies, we also included a sufficiency of time analysis, utilizing
both a survey of indigent defense attorneys throughout the state and Delphi focus groups
(explained below) with a purposively selected sample of attorneys who could provide richer
qualitative information.

3

National Center for State Courts, Virginia Indigent Defense Commission Attorney and Support Staff Workload
Assessment-Final Report (2010); National Center for State Courts, A Workload Assessment Study for the New
Mexico Trial Court Judiciary, New Mexico District Attorney’s Offices, and the New Mexico Public Defender
Department- Final Report (2007); National Center for State Courts, Maryland Attorney and Staff Workload
Assessment (2005).
4
Based on conversations with the authors of the National Center for State Courts studies of Maryland, Virginia and
New Mexico, such a study costs about $350,000.
5 Some studies use existing data about time spent on cases. American Bar Association, The Missouri Project: A
Study of the Missouri Defender System and Attorney Workload Standards (2014); Rand Corporation, Case Weights
for Federal Defender Organizations (2011); Neely, Elizabeth, Lancaster County Public Defender Workload
Assessment, University of Nebraska Public Policy Center (2008).
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Chapter Two
Time Study Methodology and Results

This chapter describes the design and methodology of the modified time study used.

E-Bill Data
To establish a baseline of current practice, we utilized data contained in the current E-Bill
data collection system used by private counsel throughout Massachusetts to measure the amount
of time attorneys currently spend on various case-related activities throughout the day, including
in court and out of court tasks. This system includes basic information on the type of case and,
for billing purposes, includes details on hours spent per case. Due to the fact that we were using
the billing data from private attorneys, data had to be categorized to reflect the four major
practice areas, in particular time spent on cases based on criminal charges (separately estimated
for the Public Defender Division, PDD, and the Youth Advocacy Division, YAD) and noncriminal cases (separately estimated for the Children and Family Law Division, CAFL, and the
Mental Health Litigation Division).
Criminal Charges
Criminal charges, at the trial level, are processed in three different courts: Superior Court,
District (including Boston Municipal) Court and Juvenile Court. A single Superior Court has
geographic jurisdiction over an entire county. District and Juvenile Courts have jurisdiction over
a prescribed a geographic area consisting of either a part of a town/city or over multiple
towns/cities depending on population density. In E-Bill, each charge is indexed to define each
charge as a misdemeanor or a felony, includes data on the Massachusetts General Law chapter
and section for each charge, and indicates whether the case includes a non-concurrent (“bindover”) felony charge for which a grand jury indictment must be secured to proceed. 6
In Massachusetts, a crime punishable by state prison is a felony, while all others are
misdemeanors. 7 Misdemeanors in Massachusetts, unlike in most other jurisdictions, can carry a
sentence of up to two and one half years in a House of Correction. 8 A felony in Massachusetts is
either a concurrent felony or a non-concurrent felony. If a period of incarceration is imposed, a
concurrent felony permits the imposition of either a House of Correction or a State Prison
sentence (“District Court felonies”), while a non-concurrent felony permits only the imposition
of a State Prison sentence (“Superior Court felonies”). District Court has jurisdiction over
misdemeanors and concurrent felonies, but only has the authority to sentence defendants to the
House of Corrections. The Superior Court has jurisdiction to sentence a defendant to State
6

A case may be transferred to Superior Court without an indictment if the defendant waives the indictment or a
District Court finds probable cause to bind the matter over to Superior Court after a hearing. See, Mass. R. Crim. P.
3. Practically speaking, virtually all cases in Superior Court have been indicted by a grand jury.
7 Mass. Gen. Laws c. 274, § 1.
8 18 U.S. Code § 3559(a)(defining felony in federal law as any offense for which punishment exceeds one year).
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Prison (for either type of felony). Attorneys must be additionally certified to accept appointments
for matters involving a non-concurrent felony. PDD attorneys are generally, but not exclusively
assigned either District Court or Superior Court cases. 9
Crimes against a person in Massachusetts are generally listed in Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 265. 10
Examples of specific crimes in this section are Assault and Battery by Means of a Dangerous
Weapon, §15A (concurrent felony); Rape, § 22 (non-concurrent felony); and Indecent Assault
and Battery on a Person Under 14, § 13B (concurrent felony).
Juvenile Court hears all cases in which the accused is under the age of seventeen. 11 The
Commonwealth may charge a child as a “Youthful Offender” by obtaining an indictment from a
Grand Jury. 12 CPCS has established a list of offenses that are presumptively “Youthful
Offender” cases, even if the Commonwealth does not seek an indictment. Some of the charges, if
the accused was an adult, would fall under District Court jurisdiction as concurrent felonies but
are nevertheless considered “presumptive Youthful Offender” charges. Examples of such
charges are Armed Robbery in violation of Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 265, § 17 (Superior Court
felony), Indecent Assault and Battery on a Person Under 14, Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 265, § 13B
(District Court felony), and certain firearms violations described in Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 269
(District Court felonies). Attorneys must be additionally certified to accept appointments for any
case, regardless of the age of the child, where there is a presumptive “Youthful Offender”
charge.
In addition to cases involving new charges, E-Bill collects data for matters that involved
representation for bail only purposes and probation violation hearings. A “bail only”
appointment can occur if the defendant, or juvenile, does not qualify for appointment of counsel
but is unable to secure counsel prior to the arraignment. It might also occur if a defendant, or
juvenile, is brought to court on a default warrant and the previously appointed attorney is not
available to address any change in detention orders. It is a limited appointment for the purposes
of determining a person’s detention status during a pending matter. Probation violation hearings
occur when a person is alleged to have violated conditions of probation. E-Bill data does not
include the underlying charges of the probation violation matter, however, the court department
(District, Superior or Juvenile) in which the hearing occurs is recorded. Appendix A describes
the distinctions used in analyzing the E-Bill data for cases involving criminal charges.
9

For example, a District Court PDD attorney may be offered an opportunity to work on a more serious case or a
Superior Court PDD may be assigned a less serious case to preserve the principle of having a single attorney
represent an individual client on multiple cases.
10 Massachusetts does not include a category of “violent” felonies or a statutory classification of felonies, hence the
analysis focused on crimes listed in Mass. Gen. Laws c. 265. Cases involving charges from other chapters could
also be considered “violent” felonies, see, e.g., Mass. Gen. Laws c. 266, § 14 (Armed burglary with assault on
occupants). The E-Bill charge index is not linked the Felony and Misdemeanor Master Crime List, Massachusetts
Sentencing Commission (March 2013) which delineates offense seriousness level (taking into account the charge
and factual circumstances) for purposes of discretionary sentencing by judges.
11 The age of juvenile court was raised to include seventeen year olds subsequent to the analysis of cases for this
report. See, e.g., Acts of 2013, Chapter 84 (“An Act Expanding Juvenile Jurisdiction”) amending Mass. Gen. Laws
c. 119, § 54 (September 18, 2013). In addition, the Juvenile Court does not have jurisdiction over a child fourteen or
older facing a Murder (first or second degree) charge. See, Mass. Gen. Laws c. 119, § 74.
12 Mass. Gen. Laws c. 119, § 54. An adjudication of a child as a Youthful Offender provides the sentencing judge
with a greater range of options, including adult sentences.
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Non-Criminal Charges
E-Bill includes court proceedings for the non-criminal cases in which appointment of counsel
is constitutionally or statutorily required in Massachusetts. Each appointment in non-criminal
cases consists of a single reason for the appointment. For the purposes of the time study, noncriminal charges were divided into three categories: mental health (civil commitment and
guardianship proceedings); sex offense conviction consequences; and child welfare (care and
protection and status offenses). See Appendix B for the distinctions used in analyzing the E-Bill
data for cases involving non-criminal charges.
Content and Structure of E-Bill Data
The E-Bill data reflects the total amount of hours spent per case assignment by private
attorneys. Private attorneys are required to undergo a certification process, including periodic
reviews for quality, and continued legal education requirements. Each private attorney is subject
to audit. An audit may be random or targeted based on pre-determined billing patterns and
criteria. Given both the incentive to bill for completed work and to maintain compliance with
audit controls, the billing data serves as an important source of data for time spent on various
cases. It does also have the advantage over “one off” time studies, because it is not limited to a
short window of activity (4-6 weeks), which may or may not be indicative of workload over the
course of months. The private bar and its work represent an essential element of CPCS and its
mandate. Finally, E-Bill data was taken from the most recent completed Fiscal Year (from when
this analysis began) to reflect the latest quality controls and legislative changes to any given
practice area.
There are a few limitations with using the E-Bill data in lieu of having CPCS staff attorneys
track all of their work in five-minute increments. First, only private attorneys use the E-Bill
system and thus, we are not able to capture the time spent by salaried attorneys. Since there was
not a reasonable way to capture that data, we cannot be certain that there are not systematic
differences between the two groups of attorneys on time spent on activities. Second, for the
purposes of the analyses, we used closed billing forms for cases. There is no requirement to close
a form and we have to assume that the form closed the representation on the case/for client also
ended, e.g. not a transfer to some other attorney. Third, we cannot be certain of data quality.
Although there is a manual of how to complete the E-Billing forms, there may be different
understandings of the billing categories attorneys used for various tasks. Fourth, there are
prohibitions for certain time expenditures (time spent waiting in court, actual travel time). Lastly,
private attorneys do not have as close supervision as staff attorneys, so it is more difficult to
determine if the time spent per case type represents quality representation. Cognizant of these
limitations, the project team determined that it was useful to calculate preliminary case weights
for attorneys.

6

Case Type Categories
The workload model is based on the
assumption that more complex case types
require more time to defend. Thus, case
type categories had to be developed. The
goal in developing the case type categories
was to identify a manageable number of
case types that CPCS recognized as legally
and logically distinct, associated with
different amounts of attorney work, and
covering the full range of cases handled by
CPCS. Exhibit 1 shows the 13 criminal
case type groupings. Felonies that are
within the District Court jurisdiction are
categorized as “Concurrent Felonies” while
felonies exclusively within the Superior
Court jurisdiction are “Nonconcurrent
Felonies.” Exhibit 2 shows the six noncriminal case type groupings.

7

In and Out of Court Case-Related Events
To cover the full range of attorney activities,
the E-Bill needed separate definitions of both in
court case-related and out of court-case-related
events for attorneys. The E-Bill system collects
data into various billing categories. Case-related
events include all activities directly associated
with the handling of individual cases, from the
time of appointment through post-trial and
appellate activity. Exhibit 3 lists the criminal
case-related event categories for attorneys.
Exhibit 4 lists the non-criminal case-related
event categories for attorneys.

8

Caseload Data
Using the E-Bill data, we determined how many cases in each category were closed
statewide in Fiscal Year 2013 (July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013). As noted earlier, a closed
case is actually when an attorney closes a billing form. We are assuming they closed this form
because their representation ended with their client and thus, the case was over. However, since
there is no requirement to close a form, we cannot be sure. Each case was classified according to
the most serious charge. Exhibit 5 displays the FY2013 annual private panel CPCS criminal case
types. Case types separate out Murder as well as cases that included Operating Under the
Influence charges in District Court. Exhibit 6 displays the FY2013 annual private panel CPCS
non-criminal case types.

9

Preliminary Case Weights for Attorneys
A preliminary case weight represents the average amount of time an attorney currently
spends to process each case of a particular type, from the time of appointment through postdisposition activity. The use of separate case weights for different case types accounts for the
fact that cases of varying levels of complexity require different amounts of time to handle
effectively. For example, the case weight for murder or care and protection cases should be
substantially larger than the case weight for misdemeanor offenses, in part because homicide and
care and protection cases typically involve evidence collection, discovery, and legal analysis,
motions, and dispositional processes of much greater volume and complexity than in a
misdemeanor case.
To ensure simplicity, ease of implementation, and resource equity throughout the state,
CPCS determined that a uniform set of case weights should be used for all field offices. Due to
the way data is collected in the billing system, separate sets of case weights were calculated for
probation cases. To calculate the preliminary attorney case weights, all attorney time recorded
for the case type was summed and divided by the annual closed cases for the case type. Thus, the
preliminary case weight represents the average amount of time attorneys spend on a case.
Exhibits 7 and 8 show the calculation of the preliminary attorney case weights.

10
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Attorney Need
The preliminary case weights were used as a foundation for predicting the number of
attorneys needed to handle the newly opened cases in each practice area by calculating the case
weights and the number of unique newly opened cases in FY 2013. It is important to note that
the number of cases used to calculate the attorney need is not from the E-bill data (private
attorney) but from the staff attorneys and CPCS. This had to be done because although using the
number of closed cases by private attorneys was sufficient to develop a preliminary case weight,
we need to use the annual number of new cases for staff attorneys to develop workload and
implied attorney need for the staff attorneys, which is the ultimate goal of this exercise.
First, each practice area’s total workload in hours was calculated by multiplying the number
of cases opened in the FY 2013 13 for each case type by the corresponding preliminary case
weight. This number, the workload, represents the total hours needed for the cases of that
particular type on an annual basis. The total workload represents the sum of all the hours needed
for case types handled by each division.
Second, the total annual case time available to attorneys was calculated. FTE attorney year
value was calculated to yield the number of full-time attorneys required to handle the practice
area’s caseload. 14 FTE was determined by summing the number of annual work hours available
for non-weekend days, which equals 2080 working hours per year. We then subtracted mandated
holidays; earned vacation time (assuming an attorney with less than five years of experience);
assigned personal days; a portion of earned sick time; and training/conference days. Finally, two
hours per working week (49) was allocated to non-case duties, such as reviewing slip opinions,
participating in office activities, attending bar activities, and other professionally related but noncase specific activities. After these calculations, available case time equals 1662 hours. The
following chart shows the final calculation for annual case related time:
Description
Non-weekend days
Holidays
Training
Annual Conference
Vacation (less than 5 yrs)
Personal
Sick (estimate)
Non case duties
total non case time
Available case time

Case Available Hours
Hours
Days
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
2

Total
260
11
3
1
15
5
5
49

2080
88
24
8
120
40
40
98
418
1662

13

This number differs from the “case touched” which represents any case on which work occurs during a particular
Fiscal Year, which includes cases opened in a previous Fiscal Year but have not yet been closed.
14
See, National Center for State Courts, Virginia Indigent Defense Commission Attorney and Support Staff
Workload Assessment-Final Report (2010) at Exhibit 8 and National Center for State Courts, Maryland Attorney
and Staff Workload Assessment (2005) at 32 for similar calculations.
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Third, the total workload was then divided by the hours available to a fully trained, full
caseload-carrying attorney. 15 Attorneys with less than twelve months experience have fewer
annual case available hours. They undergo a training process which includes a month long
program run by each of the practice areas, followed up by periodic seminars and report backs
throughout the first year. This time also includes a probationary employment period. Further,
attorneys with management or supervisory responsibilities have fewer case available hours to
account for the different job descriptions. The “implied attorney need” presumes a full caseload
carrying attorneys. The available case types in Exhibits 9-13 provide the calculation of total
attorney need for the five practice areas.

15

Attorneys with less than twelve months experience carry a reduced caseload during a probationary period which
includes continued training, and attorneys with management and supervisory duties carry a reduced caseload. Some
attorneys may have part time work arrangements

13

14

Exhibit 14 compares attorney need with the current number of authorized attorney positions
for each practice area, with the understanding that offices across the state might differ. The
current allocated positions is corrected for the attorneys who have supervisory responsibilities
(Attorneys in Charge and Supervising Attorneys), but presumes that all attorneys are fully
trained and ready to assume a full caseload. With a similar rate and ratio of newly opened cases
as FY13 (July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013), additional FTE attorneys are needed to handle the
workload in the Superior Court offices of the PDD. The other practice areas seem to have
resource levels that exceed the imputed number of attorneys needed to provide effective
representation.

It is important to note that the number of cases was taken from FY13 and the number of
available attorneys was from the current fiscal year (July 1, 2014-June 30, 2015). This is
important because the actual number of attorneys available in FY13 was less than the current
maximum capacity and each of the divisions has experienced rapid growth in the last three years,
as well as suffered from attrition. 16 For each practice area, then, the two right-hand columns in
Exhibit 14 show the cases per attorney with the annual available case hours. The current column
indicates the cases that would have been opened in FY13 per attorney at current full capacity
staffing. The adjusted column shows the number of cases that could be opened on an annual
basis by an individual full caseload carrying attorney. A key assumption in this analysis is that
within each practice area there is a relatively consistent rate of opening and closing cases by case
type. Over the course of any twelve-month period—a “rolling twelve month look back”-- the
closed cases are filled in by newly opened cases of the relevant case type.

16

The Justice Management Institute, A Study of the Expansion of the Committee for Public Counsel Services’
Representation of the Indigent, Final Report to the Senate Ways and Means Committee (June 2014).
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Chapter Three
Sufficiency of Time and Quality Adjustments

The preliminary case weights generated during the modified time study provide a baseline
time that CPCS private attorneys currently spend defending various types of cases. Researchers
wanted to take this one step further and provide CPCS a range of case weight time to incorporate
how much time attorneys should allocate for each case type. To assess whether current practice
allows adequate time for quality performance and to assess the salaried attorneys’ feelings
toward whether or not they have sufficient time to provide quality counsel, a Web-based time
sufficiency survey was administered to all CPCS salaried attorneys statewide. Informed by the
survey results, the next step of this process was to convene Delphi Groups of purposively
selected seasoned attorneys to adjust the preliminary case weights to incorporate sufficient time
for effective representation. This adjusted weight serves as a “perfect world” scenario and allows
CPCS and each individual practice area a range of case weights.

Sufficiency of Time Survey
The time sufficiency surveys were drafted in consultation with division leaders. The
questions reflected the best practices for each division. One survey was sent to the divisions
working with clients facing criminal charges (Public Defender- District Court, Public DefenderSuperior Court, and YAD). One survey was sent to all CAFL salaried attorneys and another was
sent to all Mental Health Litigation Division attorneys. For each of essential duties, attorneys
were asked to respond to the statement, “I generally have sufficient time to perform the duty
effectively,” using a five-point scale ranging from ― Almost Never, Seldom, Frequently, Very
Frequently, and Almost Always. A response of “Not My Job” was available for duties that the
respondent did not regularly perform. Some respondents reported concerns about whether
“generally sufficient time” implied a reasonable work-week (e.g., about forty hours) or actual
hours worked. In particular, some respondents reported having sufficient time for duties yet also
noted working longer hours and on weekends.
For PDD and YAD attorneys, job duties were organized around nine general case-related
functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Nurture attorney-client relationship (establish and maintain working relationship)
Protect client during pendency of case (detention proceedings, concurrent
legal and life issues)
Evaluate the government’s case (discovery practice)
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation)
Challenge the government’s case (evidentiary motion practice)
Develop dispositional plans
Develop and plan theory of the case (contested disposition at trial)
Continuing duty of loyalty to client (post-disposition activity)
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9.

Office and practice area activities

For CAFL attorneys, 17 job duties were organized around nine general case-related functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Nurture attorney-client relationship (maintain and establish working
relationship, with mix of parent and child(ren) clients)
Protect the client during pendency of case
Evaluate the government's case (discovery practice)
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation )
Challenge the government/other party evidence
Develop and plan dispositional alternatives (short and long term)
Develop, plan and implement theory of the case (contested disposition at
trial)
Continuing duty of loyalty to client (post-adjudication activity)
Office and practice area activities

For Mental Health attorney, 18 job duties were organized around nine general case-related
functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Nurture attorney-client relationship (maintain and establish working
relationship)
Protect the client during pendency of case
Evaluate the government's case (discovery practice)
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation)
Challenge the government’s case (legal challenges, informal and formal)
Develop dispositional plans
Develop and plan theory of the case (contested disposition at trial)
Continuing duty of loyalty to client (post-disposition activity)
Office and practice area activities
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CAFL attorneys were surveyed only about the Care and Protection cases even though a smaller portion of their
caseload includes status offenses. Due to the recent change in legislation about status offenses, practice standards
were pending at the time of this report.
18
Staff counsel in the Mental Health Litigation Division does not accept appointments in guardianship cases and
were only surveyed on the civil commitment cases. In addition, the staff attorneys in the Alternative Commitment
Unit (SDP cases) were not surveyed given the size of the practice area (four attorneys). See, e.g., American Bar
Association, The Missouri Project: A Study of the Missouri Defender System and Attorney Workload Standards
(2014) at 13.
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Across the state, 76 percent of attorneys completed the survey (74% YAD/PDD, 86% CAFL,
100% Mental Health). Exhibit 15 provides information on the employment and experience of the
respondents.

Exhibit 16 lists the lowest-scoring job duties, or those for which respondents reported that
they least often had sufficient time. To be included on this list, the duties listed scored less than a
3.5 on the Likert scale, which is essentially the mid-point of the Likert scale. This means that the
average score of the respondents represents that for that job duty, attorneys frequently, seldom,
or almost never felt that they had sufficient time to perform these duties. Not included on this list
but scored below 3.5 across all practice areas were administrative activities. All attorneys, in
each practice area, uniformly do not believe they have sufficient time to engage in these
administrative activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Participate in the administration of the office
Supervision and evaluation (of and/or by others)
Participate in continuing legal education and training (internal and
external)
Conduct general and legal research, including reading all slip
opinions/case summaries
Monitor, evaluate and provide testimony on pending legislation
Participate in public outreach and education
Participate in bar association activities and support

Detailed survey results are available in Appendices C-G. The duties that scored less than a
3.5 on the Likert scale are outlined below in exhibit 16.
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Exhibit 16: Job Duties for Which Attorneys Least Often Have Sufficient Time
Youth Advocacy Division
Nurture attorney-client relationship
Interview the client early in the case
Evaluate the government’s case
Examine all physical evidence
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation )
Visit & document the alleged crime scene
Identify and obtain third party records
Prepare and file/respond to Motions for Interlocutory Relief
Continuing duty of loyalty to client
Research and prepare post-disposition motions
Participate in hearing on a motion for new trial, sentence modification, correction in illegal sentence
General support to former clients
Public Defender Division-District Court Offices
Nurture attorney-client relationship (establish and maintain working relationship)
Interview the client early to determine all relevant facts known with regard to the allegation
Have adequate access to clients who are not in custody
Protect client during pendency of case (detention proceedings, concurrent legal and life issues)
Prepare and zealously advocate at ancillary courtroom legal proceedings
Evaluate the government’s case
Examine all physical evidence
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation)
Visit & document the alleged crime scene
Identify and obtain third part records
Prepare for and participate in Rule 17 motions
Identify and confer with appropriate independent experts
Challenge the government’s case
Prepare and file/respond to Motions for Interlocutory Relief
Develop dispositional plans
Identify and confer with hired expert
Prepare for and argue restitution
Review pre-sentence report, participate in pre-sentencing investigation, prepare sentencing memo
Continuing duty of loyalty to client (post-disposition activity)
Research and prepare post-disposition motions
Participate in hearing on a motion for new trial, modification of sentence, or correction of an illegal sentence
Adequately assist and cooperate with appellate counsel
General support to former clients, including legal advice and social service assistance
Public Defender Division-Superior Court Offices
Nurture attorney-client relationship (establish and maintain working relationship)
Interview the client early to determine all relevant facts known with regard to the allegation
Protect client during pendency of case (detention proceedings, concurrent legal and life issues)
Prepare and zealously advocate at ancillary courtroom legal proceedings
Seek evidence to support theory of the case
Visit and document the alleged crime scene
Challenge the government’s case
Prepare and file/respond to Motions for Interlocutory Relief
Continuing duty of loyalty to client (post-disposition activity)
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Research and prepare post-disposition motions
Participate in hearing on a motion for new trial, modification of sentence, or correction of an illegal
sentence
General support to former clients, including legal advice and social service assistance
Children and Family Law Division
Nurture attorney-client relationship
Collaborate with staff social worker
Protect the client during pendency of case
Prepare for and zealously advocate at 72 hour hearing
Prepare for and zealously advocate at other emergency hearings
Prepare and participate in collateral proceedings
Ensure DCF and other agencies are complying with obligations to client/family under law
Evaluate the government's case (discovery practice)
Review written DCF records and any additional discovery
Prepare, submit and argue discovery motions
Prepare, submit and argue motions to comply with discovery order
Review and respond to discovery motions
Conduct other types of discovery (interrogatories, depositions)
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation)
Identify and/or investigate placement options
Identify and independently obtain third party records
Identify, locate and confer with independent experts
Identify, interview and investigate background of witnesses
Conduct a continuing investigation of the circumstances of the case
Challenge the government/other party evidence
Prepare and participate in motion practice regarding discovery in proceedings
Prepare and participate in legal challenges to the allegations
Prepare and file/respond to Motions for Interlocutory Relief
Develop and plan dispositional alternatives (short and long term)
Consult other professionals including CPCS subject area specialists
Investigate client’s background and circumstances
Engage in meaningful settlement discussions with opposing counsel
Develop, plan and implement theory of the case (contested disposition at trial)
Review updated DCF file and other discovery
Research legal and factual issues
Prepare an opening statement
Prepare proposed findings of fact/conclusions of law
Continuing duty of loyalty to client (post-adjudication activity)
Prepare for, file and participate in hearings on petitions for review and redetermination
Research and prepare post-adjudication motions
Adequately assist and cooperate with appellate counsel
Mental Health Litigation Division
Protect the client during pendency of case
Prepare and collaborate in collateral proceedings
Evaluate the government's case (discovery practice)
Interview petitioning facility staff
Review and respond to discovery motions/civil discovery mechanisms
Seek evidence to support theory of the case (independent investigation)
Identify and obtain third party records
Identify, interview and investigate background of witnesses
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Challenge the government’s case (legal challenges, informal and formal)
Prepare and file/respond to Motions for Interlocutory Relief
Develop dispositional plans
Consult with social workers/other professionals including CPCS subject area specialists
Investigate client’s background and circumstances
Identify, explore and develop specific aspects for settlement
Develop and plan theory of the case (contested disposition at trial)
Prepare proposed findings/dispositional plan
Prepare an opening statement
Continuing duty of loyalty to client
Research and prepare post-disposition motions
General support to former clients

The sufficiency of time survey also invited respondents to comment freely on their workload.
These comments reveal several key insights about how CPCS attorneys respond to the resource
constraints they face, as well as the impact of these constraints on the quality of representation
for indigent defendants. Four major themes crossed the practice areas.
1.

Scarce resources result in prioritization. The most common comment and issue
faced by attorneys across all practice areas was the lack of time available to get all
job duties completed. During their few hours in the office, attorneys are forced to
triage their work and often have time to address only the most urgent matters. This
leaves little time for work such as writing motions, trial preparation, correspondence,
and client contact. For attorneys, long hours and weekend work are typical strategies
to stay on top of their cases.
“Given our short timeline sometimes doing a good job means working nearly
24/7.”
–Mental Health Attorney
“I frequently work through lunch and to 6:00 p.m. or as late as 7:00 to ensure
that everything is done. Frequently (almost daily) this requires completing work
after work hours.”
-CAFL Attorney
“Custodies always make things much more difficult because it eats up so much
time, yet their cases are generally always on a tighter schedule.”
-YAD Attorney
“Although I believe that post-disposition services is part of my job, and a valuable
service to clients, I do not have adequate time to devote to this. I think that's a shame,
especially given how much help some of clients need to be successful, and how much
more economically efficient post-dispositional services could be to the system as a
whole.”
-PDD Attorney
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2.

Support staff is an essential element of the defense team. Without adequate
support staff resources, attorneys’ ability to provide effective representation is
compromised.
“A social worker could likely be of much more assistance, e.g. when we lose a
recommitment hearing because a long term hospital hasn't found a placement for
a client who is a level 3 sex offender and therefore difficult to return to the
community, but is otherwise not committable. If we had someone who could put a
candle under some of these facilities and go to final treatment team meeting and
help us advocate for our clients or who could testify that there are programs and
placements...”
-Mental Health Attorney
“There is not enough administrative staff so attorneys are required to waste time
doing non-legal activities.”
-PDD Attorney
“It is also difficult to find the time to work with SSAs because we only have one,
and she handles our entire office. It would be great to have an additional one.”
-PDD Attorney
“My new office needs an additional investigator. I feel that our only full time
investigator, although he is very effective, is overstretched and we could really
benefit from another full time investigator. Our investigators are overworked as
well, much like our SSAs. They still do a great job but some investigations could
be done sooner if we had an additional investigator.”
-YAD Attorney

3.

Attorneys report difficulty reaching clients.
“I answered the questions based on my interactions with clients that have access
to a working telephone number/means of communication. It's well known that our
clients face a great deal of instability / homelessness / poverty etc. - so there are
many clients who after arraignment I am unable to be in consistent contact with
and this obviously affects my ability to build trust and rapport, engage in
meaningful conversations about their rights, consequences etc. - aside from the
time before cases are called and afterward on court dates.”
-PDD Attorney
“Access to clients is difficult because I cannot call clients at Bridgewater State
Hospital over the phone directly.’
-Mental Health Attorney
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4. Scheduling issues
“I have time to talk with guardianship or criminal counsel but they do not always
respond to calls. Problems with getting experts and having the Courts cooperate
with our scheduling efforts.”
-Mental Health Attorney
“Settlement discussions are usually very last minute - hard to get attorneys
together to discuss until close to trial (or day of trial, often).”
-CAFL Attorney
In spite of the resource constraints they face, CPCS attorneys are highly committed to
providing quality representation to indigent defendants. Citing their ethical obligation to serve
the interests of their clients, a large number of attorneys asserted that no matter how busy they
are, they would always make time to do whatever is necessary to ensure justice for their clients.
Nevertheless, many feel that they are stretched to the limit.
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Delphi Groups
In order to gain an in-depth understanding of the challenges attorneys face in providing
effective assistance of counsel to indigent clients, research staff conducted five Delphi groups
across three days on April 7, 8, and 9, 2014. Delphi groups are a structured communication
technique, which relies on a panel of experts. In this case, the attorneys were asked to adjust the
preliminary case weight by thinking about how much additional time they would need for a case
(approximately) in each case type. This was done in multiple rounds. After each round, the
researcher provided an anonymous summary of the adjustment from the previous round and
asked the attorneys to provide the reasons for their judgments. Thus, the attorneys were
encouraged to revise their earlier answers in light of the replies of other members of their panel.
The theory of Delphi groups is that during this process the range of the answers will decrease
and the group will converge towards the "correct" answer. The process was stopped after
consensus was achieved amongst all members in the group.
Each Delphi group represented one of the five practice areas: YAD, PDD District Court,
PDD Superior Court, CAFL, and Mental Health. The panels were made up of attorneys from
across the state. The main goal of these groups was to adjust the preliminary (time study) case
weights (see Exhibits 7 and 8). During each session, Center for Court Innovation research staff
described how the preliminary case weights were calculated. Each group then reviewed the
results of the sufficiency of time survey and the implications regarding the adequacy of time
currently available for various case-related functions.
Using a variant of the Delphi protocol for group decision-making, each group was asked to:
1.

Review each preliminary case weight by case type and event, along with
the results of the sufficiency of time survey, and identify case types and
functions where current practice allows insufficient time for effective
representation.

2.

Within particular case types, specify both the amount of additional time
needed and the percentage of cases in which this additional time was
required (frequency of adjustment).

3.

Provide an explicit rationale to support any proposed increase or decrease
in attorney time.

4.

Review and revise the recommended adjustments until a consensus is
reached that all necessary adjustments have been made and all
recommendations are reasonable.

Following the Delphi sessions, the project and research team reviewed the recommended
adjustments. This structured, iterative process ensured that the statewide perspective gained from
the site visits and sufficiency of time survey, along with the input of all Delphi Group members,
was incorporated. It was determined that the adjusted case weights could serve as an upper end
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of a spectrum. Appendix F summarizes the Delphi adjustments, along with the rationale for each
adjustment.
The Delphi Groups employed a structured process for identifying areas of resource need and
adjusting the case weights to meet these needs. For each adjustment, Delphi participants were
asked to specify both the amount of additional time needed and the percentage of cases in which
this additional time was required (frequency of adjustment). The Delphi groups then reviewed
and edited each proposed adjustment until a consensus was reached. For example, the Delphi
Group of attorneys from PDD-District came to a consensus that in 100 percent of misdemeanor
probation cases, four additional hours are required to adequately represent their clients in all
aspects of the case. Each adjustment was then multiplied by the corresponding frequency before
being incorporated into the final case weights. Exhibit 17 details the calculation of the adjusted
attorney case weights for each of the case types.
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Rationales for all attorney and support staff Delphi adjustments are summarized in Appendix
H. Across all case types, the quality adjustments to the attorney case weights related to
activities such as time spent traveling, visiting clients in detention/placement, court wait time,
interviewing collaterals, determining mental health and drug issues, and keeping the client up to
date on the progress of the case.
19

Revised Attorney Need
At the conclusion of the quality adjustment process, the number of attorneys currently needed
in each practice area was calculated using the quality-adjusted case weights and the FY13
number of open cases (see Appendix I). As illustrated, if CPCS used the adjusted case weight
time, a significant number of additional FTE attorneys are needed to handle a workload
equivalent to FY13 in all practice areas. In addition, the comparison of the number of cases per
attorney at current staffing levels with the number of cases per attorney that would result if each
office were staffed according to the revised workload model varies so much from current
workload practices that researchers and the project team see this as the upper range. At this point,
such an upper range is not possible for CPCS to implement, but it may be useful to have these
figures available as a baseline or maximal objective to be sought, pending further research and
analysis of what is necessary and feasible under current resources and budgetary constraints.
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We did not ask staff attorneys to review the sufficiency of time for murder cases, sexually dangerous person cases,
sex offender registry cases, and guardianship cases. The caseload for these types of case for staff attorneys is not
large enough. Murder cases are assigned through a special appointment process; some staff attorneys are on the list
of approved attorneys. CPCS has a four attorney unit focused on sexually dangerous person petitions. The
remaining case types are almost universally handled by panel attorneys, with a few exceptions.
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Chapter Four
Conclusion and Recommendations

Caseload analysis, including case weighting, is essential to providing and sustaining quality
representation. The Gideon Project team used available data and methods to learn more about the
workload of attorneys from the various trial practice areas. Using the E-Bill data, our analysis
suggests a data-driven caseload limit per attorney, based upon current levels of effort per case.
The adjusted case weights, derived through the Delphi process (including the time sufficiency
surveys), suggest that staff spend more time on cases than is indicated in the E-Bill data, and
applying the Delphi derived weights would significantly change the staffing model. Using the
adjusted case weights, CPCS would have to increase the number of its full caseload carrying
staff attorneys by about 40% to meet a caseload similar to FY2013. The adjusted case weights,
however, do provide an opportunity to understand the band in which caseload numbers might
vary, with the E-Bill derived case weight calculations serving as the higher end and the adjusted
case weights serving as the lower end. The analysis provides an empirically based model to
understand and plan staffing needs as well as future research and analysis.
Practice Area Specific, including private counsel
1.

Adult Criminal District Court: Using FY13 caseload numbers, the E-Bill data
suggests that the District Court offices are understaffed. The time sufficiency
survey also raises concerns that staff does not have sufficient time to complete all
of the tasks associated with quality representation. This may reflect the fact that
the District Court offices were not staffed to full capacity in FY13. Given the
turnover rate in the District Court offices, the actual number of attorneys available
at any time may have differed significantly from the allocated number of positions
used in the analysis, and the number of cases opened per attorney may have
actually been higher than that displayed in exhibit 14 due to unaccounted for staff
turnover and unfilled positions in FY13. The Delphi groups also certainly
suggested that additional time is allocated to the various case types handled by the
District Court offices. Additionally, based on the survey data, almost half of the
PDD District Court office attorneys had two years or less of experience and 65%
had five years or less of experience. The ratio of the actual staff experience level
to actual caseload could contribute to the perception of inadequate time to
represent clients. Also, the active caseload was highest for District Court office
trial attorneys; almost 55% of the attorneys reported an active open caseload of
above forty—no more than 10% of attorneys in other practice areas reported
similar active caseload numbers. The effort taken to manage an active caseload
above a certain level—i.e., the additional effort involved in the basic need to keep
track of a large number of cases on one’s caseload, even if each individual case
does not truly require a large amount of time—could impact the quality of
representation. Regardless, a full 100% E-Bill derived limit on the number of
new, open cases for District Court trial attorney is 143 (with an equitable balance
of the analyzed case types) in any twelve month period. A new internal target may
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also allow CPCS to reexamine the analysis of the 25%/75% caseload split
between staff and private counsel imposed by the legislature, as well as its own
caseload limits in the private counsel manual.
2.

Adult Criminal Superior Court: Although the time sufficiency survey indicated
that PDD Superior Court trial attorneys have the most areas of work in which they
have sufficient time, the E-Bill data indicates otherwise. Based on the E-Bill data,
the Superior Court offices are understaffed. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy is that the experience level of the Superior Court trial attorneys,
combined with their use of internal resources, allows them to more skillfully
triage their workload. Based on the survey, almost 40% of Superior Court trial
attorneys had more than 10 years’ experience. Another possible factor is that
because Superior Court cases tend to remain open for a longer period of time, the
hours needed for a particular case type are spread out. Additionally, there is no
data about the number of cases that actually are indicted and arraigned in Superior
Court. A certain portion of the cases that the Superior Court offices handle, in
fact, remain in District Court, which could reduce the workload. The E-Bill data
does not differentiate either, but nevertheless it is a factor that could impact this
analysis as it relates to staff offices. Nevertheless, the difference between the EBill data and the actual practice suggests that reduced caseloads may be in order.
Any such change could also impact the ratio of appointments to private counsel
and staff attorneys.

3.

Juvenile Delinquency and Youthful Offender: The difference between the E-Bill
derived and the Delphi group adjusted caseloads was most dramatic for cases
involving YAD attorneys. Based on the Delphi group results, YAD would need
to triple the number of its attorneys to handle the FY2013 caseload. The data
about the Presumptive YO cases from E- Bill is very limited. It contained only 45
Presumptive YO cases, while the CPCS staff data contained 224 such cases. The
Delphi groups, however, noted that there were a number of CPCS Presumptive
YO cases that were more akin to non-presumptive YO. Nevertheless, it appears
that CPCS staff attorneys take the vast majority of the most serious juvenile cases.
Such a disproportionate appointment protocol raises issues about the 25%/75%
split of cases between staff and private counsel given the increased work such
cases require. Finally, using the E-Bill data alone, it appears that YAD attorneys
have just about the staffing to provide representation in the attorney available
hours assuming a similar rate of case processing.

4.

Child Welfare/Termination of Parental Rights: CAFL attorneys, in their responses
to the time sufficiency survey, indicated that they had the least sufficient time to
provide quality representation. The adjusted case weights, similar but not as
dramatic as YAD, show a big gulf between the amount of time in a paid
workweek and the time needed to provide quality representation. As with
Superior Court cases—and perhaps even more pronounced for Care and
Protection cases, the time devoted to a case may be spread out over a much longer
period of time. Nevertheless, the E-Bill data suggests that the current staffing
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model is adequate for a FY13 caseload, although new cases should be limited to
thirty-eight (with approximately one status offense case for every two Care and
Protection cases) for any twelve month period. Given the recent sharp uptick in
case filings in FY2014 in this practice area, it is important to look to the cases
opened per attorney as the appropriate metric. As with other practice areas, the
utility of the 25%/75% split of cases between staff and private counsel may need
to be reconsidered.
5.

Mental Health Litigation: Mental Health Litigation attorneys indicated a few
areas of concern in their responses to the time sufficiency survey. The E-Bill data
suggests that, based on FY2013 caseload data, the unit is overstaffed by two
attorneys. However, given that Mental Health Litigation only became fully staffed
towards the end of FY2013 with three additional attorneys, and full operations in
effect only later, it is likely that, at the E-Bill derived case weighting level, the
staffing is adequate. Given the adjusted case weights resulting from the Delphi
process, the caseloads should be monitored closely to determine if an analysis
including additional case types may be appropriate to gain further understanding.
Upon further analysis into the practice area’s caseload, the characteristics of the
staff attorney caseload differ from the private panel. CPCS attorneys take on a
higher proportion of cases involving competency to stand trial and issues of
criminal responsibility. As with other practice areas, this raises the issue of the
25%/75% split in cases between staff and private counsel.

The process of case weighting has allowed CPCS and its practice areas to reflect on best
practices as well as workplace satisfaction as it seeks to ensure quality representation within its
budgetary constraints. Any caseload protocol should be used a guide, not a rule. During the
course of this process, it has become clear that there can be multiple factors that impact the
workload. Many of the previously drafted performance indicators seek to measure those aspects
of the various practice areas, which have been put forth as impacting the amount of work needed
to provide quality representation. This workload assessment provides CPCS with an empirically
based, state specific documented model that can be used to estimate staffing needs and caseload
ranges from which departures can be documented. Individual managers should be allowed to
adjust individual caseloads, with justification and explanation. Caseload ranges can be used to
ensure resource equity between offices and practice areas, as well as predicting the impact of
proposed legislation or case filing trends. A more sophisticated data collection system could
provide more insight into the factors that impact quality representation, including case types,
client characteristics and staff efforts. A time study of CPCS attorneys, rather than using proxy
time data through the E-Bill system, will also provide more accurate data for analysis of staff
attorney caseloads. Similarly, a more accurate assessment of private attorney caseloads (rather
than open and/or Notices of Appointment of Counsel) could also help to understand workloads
for the entire bar. It is recommended that CPCS systematically revisit caseload requirements and
staffing models.
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Appendices
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Appendix A: E-Bill data cases involving criminal charges
For the purposes of the analysis of the E-Bill data, the following distinctions were used in
analyzing the Notice of Appointment of Counsel E-Bill data for cases involving criminal
charges:
1.

Cases that included a murder charge (1st or 2nd degree);

2.

Cases in which counsel was appointed for bail purposes only (no charge specified);

3.

Probation cases (no charge specified), distinguished only by the appointing court
(District, Superior or Juvenile Court);

4.

Cases involving new charges that included only misdemeanors (District Court);

5.

Cases involving new charges where the most serious charge was a concurrent (District
Court) felony from Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 265 (Crimes Against a Person);

6.

Cases involving new charges where the most serious charge was a concurrent (District
Court) felony not from Mass. Gen. Laws, c 265 (Crimes Against a Person);

7.

Cases involving new charges in District Court where any charge was related to Operating
Under the Influence in violation of Mass. Gen. Laws c. 90, § 24 et seq.

8.

Cases involving new charges where the most serious charge was a non-concurrent
(Superior Court) felony from Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 265 (Crimes Against a Person);

9.

Cases involving new charges where the most serious charge was a non-concurrent
(Superior Court) felony not from Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 265 (Crimes Against a Person);

10.

Cases involving new charges in Juvenile Court where at least one charge was
“Presumptive Youthful Offender” requiring the appointment of a specially certified
attorney; and

11.

Cases involving new charges in Juvenile Court where all charges were not “Presumptive
Youthful Offender.”
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Appendix B: E-Bill data cases involving non-criminal charges
In analyzing e-Bill data for mental health, civil commitment related and guardianship
proceedings were analyzed. Civil commitment proceedings included:
1.

Civil commitment hearings in the District Courts pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws c. 123, §
7, 8;

2.

Civil commitment reviews in the Superior Courts pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws c. 123, §
9(b);

3.

Civil commitment hearings for defendants with pending competency to stand trial or
criminal responsibility hearings in criminal court pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 123, §
15;

4.

Civil commitment hearings for defendants who have been found not competent to stand
trial or not criminally responsible in criminal court pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 123,
§ 16 (including recommitments);

5.

Civil commitment hearings for pre-trial detainees or inmates in custody of the
Commonwealth pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 123, § 18; and

6.

Petition for authorization to treat committed persons pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws, c.
123, § 8B.

Guardianship proceedings were also analyzed. However, CPCS Mental Health Litigation
Division attorneys do not accept appoints for guardianship proceedings. Guardianship
proceedings included:
1.

“Rogers” hearings for authorization to medically treat a person under guardianship;

2.

Petitions to be awarded guardianship in the Probate Courts under Mass. Gen. Laws c.
190B, § § 5-106; 306; 306A; 308; 310; and 311; and

3.

Petitions addressing the validity of a Health Care Proxy pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws c.
201D.
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Proceedings resulting from sex offense conviction consequences were analyzed. CPCS contains
a single unit (four attorneys) for Sexually Dangerous Person trials. CPCS staff attorneys
represent clients in front of the Sex Offender Registry Board on an ad hoc basis. Analysis of EBill cases in this category included:
1.

Trials for petitions relating to Sexually Dangerous Persons pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws
c. 123A, § 12;

2.

Administrative hearings and appeals for judicial review for proceedings relating to
classifications made by the Sex Offender Registry Board pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws, c.
178C-P.

Child welfare proceedings included Care and Protection, or Termination of Parental Rights
(TPR), cases as well as status offenses. In Massachusetts, attorneys, including CPCS staff
attorneys in the Child and Family Law Unit, represent both parents and children in care and
protection cases. Analysis of E-Bill cases in this category included:
1.

Petitions for the Care & Protection of children (TPR cases) under Mass. Gen. Laws, c.
119, § § 23(a)(3); 24 and 29;

2.

Status offenses in which there is a petition to find a child in need of services/requiring
assistance under Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 119, § § 39E (runaway; stubborn child; truant;
habitual school offender) and 39L (sexually exploited child).
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Appendix C: YAD Survey Results
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YAD continued…
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Appendix D: Public Defender, District Court Office Survey Results
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PDD, District Court continued….
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Appendix E: Public Defender, Superior Court Office Survey Results
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PDD Superior Court Office continued…
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Appendix F: CAFL Survey Results
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CAFL continued….
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Appendix G: Mental Health Litigation Survey Results
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Mental Health Litigation continued…
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Appendix H: Rationale for Quality Adjustments
Participants were assured that comments would not be associated with any individual.
The conveners of the Delphi groups have documentation of the participants who
attended. Each group was balanced between more and less experienced attorneys and
geographic diversity in terms of office locations/courts covered.
PDD-District Court Delphi Group
Two former E-Bill users in the group. Both agreed that categories not very useful. When
billing, they tried to be as accurate as possible in placing time the correct category, but
erred on underbilling. They also noted limited in billing for actual waiting time,
administration, and travel.
Bail only cases: Often called and have to go to court to deal with a bail issue. There is
need to follow up with assigned attorney (either because pulled in on existing case and
have to contact existing attorney to get information, or need to follow up to get attorney
assigned). Administration involved in opening/closing, transferring paperwork to
appointed attorney.
Probation cases: Most probation cases involved clients in detention, so additional time to
visit in jails. If case involves new charges, can be essentially a trial of the new case. It
can depend on P.O., hard to track them down. Some practitioners noted that probation
can be cooperative (“I practice in a court where probation is community oriented and
accessible”). The range between minimum and maximum is much greater in these cases
(some take very little time, but others take an inordinate amount of time.) The use of
SSAs allows for a fuller and higher quality practice, allowing me to do things I couldn’t
do in private practice (e.g. many cases require finding mitigation, working with SSAs to
find alternatives to incarceration, programs.)
Misdemeanor: Theme of lots of waiting time, on individual court dates, and having to
return to court repeatedly at each stage of case. My court won’t dismiss on first trial date
so we have to come back two or three times. Need to get ready again and again.
Waiting in court, bar advocate cases will get called first. Effort needed to get in touch
with clients, get meetings with them.
OUI: Tend to be in suburban based courts. South Shore has a lot more OUIs, and law
enforcement “Drug Recognition Experts” who testify, so more prep time needed. If a
first OUI, need to help client work on sealing their records. The Globe Spotlight article
has led to more work on these types of cases. More of these cases go to trial, because if
client is a first offender, s/he can usually get probation even after trial. There is a
variation in different parts of the state.
265 Felonies: Cases get two or three trial dates before they are “DWOP’d” (dismissed for
want of prosecution). More cases have “Adjutant” evidence to investigate and explore.
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Non-265 Felonies: “We’re seeing more and more DNA in B&E cases.” Almost always
filing a motion to suppress in drug cases. Waiting for DNA discovery in gun cases.
“More than case types, the client type impacts the weight.” Competency to Stand Trial
issues, where cases get dragged on. Tend to see mental health issues and/or drug issues
here in these types of cases.
General comments: CPCS gets a higher load of the more difficult cases within each case
load, either because courts steer such cases to CPCS or bar advocates dump them/clients
fire attorneys and CPCS comes in to take the case. Attorneys want time to read advance
sheets, review jury instructions (rather than cut and paste model), in other words, time to
“be a lawyer.” “If everyone is not running helter skelter, you’re actually saving time.” A
lot time spent on administration, keeping track of cases, court dates that could be done
more efficiently through better technology and clear job responsibilities for support staff.
PDD-Superior Court
One former e Bill user, who reported that in using e Bill, under billed and had time
couldn’t bill as well. Also, Delphi group reflected on the cases that actually get indicted,
not considering those cases that are charged as Superior Court felonies then get reduced
to stay in District Court. The e Bill data does not make that distinction.
Bail only: So rare, group doesn’t have opinion on it.
Probation cases: Probation cases not usually taken unless CPCS represented the client in
past or connected to an existing case. Some offices do more than others. In
Hampshire/Franklin, the probation surrender cases are more dispositional than
substantive.
Non-265 cases: Thinking of really two classes of cases, those with tough legal issues and
facts, can take more than a year, two years, litigating lots of motions, and meeting with
the client once per month, you’ll see the client easily ten times, probably more. But then
others, the plea is within five months of case opening; there are no real legal issues.
“I have 10% of cases that take untold amount of time, the others average out. Some cases
go on and on so I can’t even tell you how much time I spent. “
“Doesn’t reflect the time I’m thinking about the case, this is just the where I’m sitting
down and working on the case.”
“Even the cases I know are going to plea, I pore over, trying to find something to put into
a sentencing memorandum.”
“I spend all morning in the courtroom until 12:30 waiting. I can’t do anything else
because of all the case conferencing going on. (Note: one invited participant had to
cancel because court couldn’t find file, then ADA wasn’t around and had to wait for that
person to show up.)
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265 cases: CPCS gets most of the sex offenses, the bar advocates disappear when the
Spanish speaking client with child rape case shows up. “I get a lot of sex offenses and
[serious] domestic violence cases. The difficult clients come to us; they’ll run through
three bar advocates and then come to us.”
Some bar advocates will sit on the case in District Court and when it gets indicted, it’ll
get arraigned in Superior Court and we’ll get it [they don’t follow it up to Superior Court,
even though Superior Court qualified].
YAD Delphi group
Included three former users of e Bill. All agreed E Bill didn’t reflect all work they
completed on cases (waiting and under billing). Also, said access to SSAs allowed them
to more fully practice according to quality standards.
Bail only cases: Need to make point of following up with the attorney taking the case, the
phone calls, or emails; a lot paperwork involved. Many cases are where kids are brought
in unexpectedly so have to make calls to get somebody there to whom the kid can be
released, have to stick around to help facilitate the process. Many bail only cases involve
revocation motions. Some courts don’t have any duty attorneys, so we’re called and need
to drive to the court to take the case.
Probation cases: Big variation in these cases. Some as little as an hour or two, and some
take much more. “In our jurisdiction, whether it is a trespass or an A&B on a pregnant
woman, a VPH can last six months.” Kids get committed off of probation violations, not
new charges, in that context where we’re trying to avoid commitment in 50% of the
cases, a lot of background work, checking with collaterals, finding alternatives.
“A lot of kids facing probation are in custody, so takes to visit the kids. And if they are
committed on the probation, we prepare for and attend the DYS staffing (including
multiple visits to client in custody to get him/her ready for the staffing).”
“A lot of kids have to follow school rules and when we get those cases, we need to do the
education work (get records, check IEPs). If DCF involvement, there are a lot of
collaterals involved. There is a lot of collateral work in probation cases.”
“Our clients never come into the office; we have to go see them, whether at home, school
or some other place.”
“In our jurisdiction, VoPS are not a big deal, kids don’t get committed. They usually
track a case and then go away.”
Presumptive YO: Just thinking of all of the court appearances, these cases go on for a
long time and court dates every two weeks if in custody. We spend a lot of time trying to
prevent indictment, finding and presenting mitigation. The trial prep in these cases is
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much longer. Many of our YO cases are sex offenses, you need to get an expert for the
evaluation about registration, try to prevent registration. Even if child is under 14 and
can’t be indicted, need to investigate competence to stand trial. If it is a sex case, then
there might be a C&P, an ASAP evaluation that needs to be attended, monitored,
negotiated. If a client is not in custody, a lot of effort in placement (if outside home) as
well as maintaining them, supporting kid through the process. SSAs offer an opportunity
to increase level of services, need to coordinate with them.
If client is not in custody, client is at risk of bail revocation at every court date—judges
asking for reports, checking school—so need to keep up to date and respond to family,
school, etc. concerns to help client stay out of custody. We take most of the YO cases.
After recertification, a lot of YO certified attorneys [from the private bar] dropped out.
Staff were considering the “real” presumptive YO cases. Considered the ones like some
robbery cases really as ‘non’ YO cases.
Non-Presumptive YO: Three or four court dates, two to three hours each time. With kids,
you very rarely have a case that comes in and out, we get a lot of school records that a lot
of people don’t get. We have to evaluate kids for competency. We never resolve
anything at the first or second court date, nothing that can just be resolved with a fine.
We have a fair number of motions to suppress because police take advantage/don’t
follow the rules for juveniles [e.g. interested adult rule]. We need to maintain regular
contact with clients, often spread over great distances. We go to school disciplinary
hearings. We have a different philosophy and more resources (SSAs have changed the
way I practiced from private practice, now I can do a lot more and better fulfill best
practices).
Mental Health Litigation Delphi group
Included three former E Bill users, all commented on difficulty of assigning work to a
single category of the thirteen options.
Civil Commitments (all types, except s. 12): “I can tell you how long it’ll take based on
how the long the government has been in my client’s life.”
Driving and waiting time for some jurisdictions/facilities. Even the cases that are over
before they start, you have to drive out and see the client.
Dividing my cases up between those that are not contested, contested without IME, and
contested with IME. Some are quick, but others, can take hours.
Having to sometimes file motions in person or risk getting denied. Feels like my cases
are either really easy or really hard. When we’re juggling balls we don’t get the benefit
of watching colleagues cases to learn.
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If we go to the courthouse, our cases are called last, even if just filing a motion to
dismiss. We actually have our trials interrupted so the judge can do other things (like RO
hearings).
CAFL Delphi
Two former users of e Bill and both reported that they under billed, were never sure what
categories to use.
Status offenses: Considered those where child is the client. Most offices primarily
represented kids, but some had more parents (Barnstable and increasingly in Boston).
Long waiting time in court. Thinking about five court dates for a status offense, with
about half day wait time and half day prep time for each court date. Have to wait in court
all day for a dismissal.
CRA-Stubborn and CRA-Runaway both take less time. School ones—habitual school
offender-- take a lot more, with school meeting and medical appointments. “In the
perfect world, I’d go to more school meetings in school cases.” School cases often go
hand in hand with mental health. We are just given a stack of papers, unorganized with
years of records [takes a long time to review, organize and synthesize]. CRA-Habitual
School Offender cases take more time than CRA-Truancy cases.
For CRA-Stubborn, it’s not more, so much as getting services and then checking with
people; if they have a concurrent delinquency charge/case, they do take longer because
have to work on coordinating with delinquency attorney.
“In my case, the probation officer will just dismiss it and I don’t need to be there.” In my
county, probation is good at working with kids and cases only last a couple of court dates.
Since law changed, I’ve seen a change in types of cases filed. I don’t get stubborn as
much, but more school based.
Change in probation officers led to drop in filings, more dealt with informally.
There are so few services, parents file just to get MassHealth, or an Ed Advocate or a
mentor for their kid.
Probation doing a terrible job getting services at early stages [so we end up with the
case].
Care & Protection: The low is going to be 20, even for unknown father, just having to
wait in court, time spent trying to find missing parent. Even if we don’t have a motion,
we have to be in court.
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With social workers, it has changed my practice, I rely on them [but not as much as
others who have always been in CPCS] to do things and get information [from meetings,
such as at school] that I couldn’t do before.
In my private practice, I had more administrative/support staff help and I find myself
doing more administrative tasks now.
Trial dates are not sequential, so have to gear up again for each trial date, a lot of effort to
coordinate dates with witnesses, etc. Not enough management of the cases by the court.
A lot of dead time in court. In [another jurisdiction], it wasn’t perfect, but there was
active management and we had a call time, here wait time is horrendous.
I have 37 cases now and I can manage, but if I had less, I could do more. I feel like I
respond to client’s needs but don’t have time to check in and see if a client needs
something, I file visitation motions when asked, but can’t solicit clients to see if they
want it.
A lot of what I can do depends on stage of case as well as number of cases.
I could reduce [proposed] time by 12-15 hours by having more AA/support resources,
including technology.
CPCS does get picked/assigned for the more complicated cases, the client who has had 3
or 4 attorneys, CPCS gets them. CPCS perceived to have more resources. We get almost
all of the high profile cases, anything in the news.
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Appendix I: CPCS Attorney Need – Quality Adjusted Case Weights
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